Dr. Lawrence Fung used A-dec Inspire dental furniture to outfit his brand-new practice in Culver City, California.

Lawrence Fung, DDS, is meticulous in his approach to just about everything. And at Silicon Beach Dental, his practice in Culver City, California, he doesn’t settle for anything less than excellence. And that includes the way he outfits every room in the office.

But the thing is, the right operatory furnishings can’t just solve a functional problem – they need to support the overall vision for the office. As a creative thinker, art enthusiast and photographer, Fung understands this.

“When I was designing the office, the aesthetic was of high importance to me,” Fung said. “For most of our patients, it’s not their first time walking into a dentist’s office, so when they walk in to all of these great-looking furnishings, they’re like ‘wow, everything is better here.’”

And it wasn’t just a single experience with A-dec that sold Fung – he’s seen cabinetry stand the rigors of military life, and the scrutiny of trusted advisors.

“My initial interest in A-dec was really based off of exposure in dental school and the Navy,” he said. “But honestly, this was where my Patterson equipment specialists really came in handy. I trusted their expertise on the matter, and I knew they’d seen a lot more of these chairs and they’d seen a lot more brands.”

One aspect of the Inspire series of dental furniture Fung and his team love is the emphasis on improved care delivery and patient education.
“The integrated monitor mount is fantastic, and the mobility of the monitor being a swivel mount on a rail makes it really easy to move around,” Fung said. “My staff and I are able to view important documents while maintaining privacy for our patients.”

And with an office footprint that’s less than formidable, space was at a premium. Fung was impressed by the customization available.

“I went with Inspire because I knew I could save valuable space with how functional and efficient the 12 o’clock units are,” Fung said. “Plus, we were able to blend the units in perfectly with the rest of my office – artwork and reception furnishings that were custom made by outside artists.”

All told, Fung is happy with his investment, and the team who helped make it happen.

“My Patterson rep and equipment specialists helped guide so many decisions throughout the process,” Fung said. “I was able to lean on them to handle the details as we made selections, and I’m extremely happy with where we landed with the Inspire suite – patients are constantly saying how nice everything looks, and it’s incredible for our workflow, too.”

Learn more about A-dec Inspire, and see how Patterson supports your operatory updates at pattersondental.com/dental/cabinetry.